
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 4 

Date 06/10/2020 

 

WRITE: 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

Write 

Revise all definitions of application, letter, story and attempt all  the questions (given in pdf) in register. 

 

 ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Practice sheet-12 

*WRITE :Fill in the blanks 

1. The barber was __ of Birbal. 

2.The barber told Akbar about his __. 

3. Akbar planned to send Birbal to __ to his father. 

4. The grave was dug near ___. 

5.Akbar's father gave Birbal special __ to return to earth. 

 

Write meaning of the following 

1.Envious   2.Prized 

3.Witty        4.Judge 

5.Devoted   6.Fortunate 

 

 

MATHS 

Chapter 6 Factors and Multiples 

Learn the definition Multiples and it's properties 

 

Exercise-21 

Q1 in maths book 

Q2 and Q4 in practice register. Q3 and Q4 in c.w register. 

 

******** 

Video- Chapter 6 Factors and Multiples part- 9  

******** 



 

SCIENCE 

(Revision Lesson 3Animals and their babies ) 

Write-. 

1- Explain- 

 1.Explain life cycle of frog.  

2.Draw life cycle of frog 

 

(in register) 

 

**** 

(Video - Class 4  

Lesson 3 all videos ) 

**** 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Ch : 5 Coastal Regions and Islands of India  

 

Write : In register 

Word meaning  

Island , coastal  

 

Q 1. Why is the Eastern Coastal Plain more fertile and good for growing crops ? 

 

Q 2. Name  two islands of India . 

***** 

Video : Coastal regions and Islands of India - all part 

****** 

 

 COMPUTER                                                

 Revision  

Computer - A Machine 

Learn and write :- 

Q1: what do you mean by primary memory?  Explain with its kinds.  



Q2: what do you mean by secondary memory?  Explain with its kinds.  

********* 

Video - Computer - A Machine - All sessions 

********* 

            

 Revision 

Practice sheet 8 

    6               

1.                                      उ                 

2.           ग                                                              

1.                        ग   

2. आइ  आ       ग      

3.         उ                      ? 

4.        ई आ         

5.      ग                 

6.            उ         

7.                      

8.                   घ              

9.     आ          ग  ? 

10.                  ग           ग   

 

******** 

Video-        

******** 

 

Learn 

LANG:  all the question answers given in pdf                                                                                      

LIT: Written  work 

 

MATHS- definition of factor 

 



SCIENCE: written work 

 

SST:  written work and all exercises of book 

                                                                                                                                      

COMP: written work 

        

      :                     


